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Abstract

It has been argued in the literature that logic programming provides a uniform,
expressive, and semantically clean framework for all aspects explanation-based general-
ization. Previous treatments, however, are inadequate in that they do not work well in
difficult problem domains such as theorem proving or formal program development, pri-
marily because meta-programs for such tasks in traditional logic programming languages
such as Prolog are not declarative enough. In [4] we develop a higher-order approach
to explanation-based generalization in λtuProlog (an extension of λProlog by the modal
tu operator) and demonstrate how previously intractable generalization problems be-
came feasible. In this paper we review our approach and then address the problem
of assimilation of generalizations. Assimilation bridges the gap between explanation-
based generalization and explanation-based learning and, we believe, is too difficult for
a general solution in terms of the underlying architecture, but rather must be under
the programmer’s control. Our solution is to add a very limited amount of forward
reasoning by extending λtuProlog with two new constructs, rule and rule_ebg which
can be given a clean declarative semantics (unlike assert). While these constructs are
proposed and applied in the framework of λProlog and explanation-based learning, the
underlying idea is general and might also be useful for declarative search control in
languages like Prolog.

1 Introduction

Much of machine learning research may be divided between inductive, or similarity-based
learning, and deductive, or explanation-based learning (EBL). To date, work on the latter
relies upon explanation-based generalization (EBG) as its central mechanism [26, 3, 8].
Through the analysis of a formal problem solution (i.e., a proof or explanation), EBG
determines the preconditions sufficient to apply the same solution strategy in general. Such a
proof comes out of the domain theory — the set of proof rules or facts concerning the domain
in question. EBG generalizes by replacing, or abstracting, certain constants of a proof with
variables, thereby yielding a derived rule that more efficiently solves the original as well
as related problems. Under EBG, a single example is sufficient for generalization since
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the proof constrains the space of possible results. For our purposes, EBL is distinguished
from EBG in that the former additionally requires a means for assimilating , learning, or
‘remembering’ the generalization.

Recent work has supported the realization of EBG within the logic programming frame-
work [20, 31, 17]. Logic programming is an attractive implementation language for EBG
due to its support for search and unification. The mapping of EBG onto logic programming
is based upon the following correspondence:

• problem — goal.

• domain theory — logic program (the set of clauses).

• explanation — logic programming search.

• explanation-based generalization — a derived clause encapsulating the search used to
establish a particular goal (an abstraction of logic programming computation).

• assimilation — the incorporation of the resulting derived rule into the existing logic
program.

By its nature, an explanation-based generalization is necessarily a conservative extension
of the domain theory.

Explanation-based generalization is closely related to the specialization technique of partial
evaluation [32]: while on one hand, EBG is the generalization of a particular computation,
it may instead be viewed as a specialization, or partial evaluation, of the domain theory
(logic program). The difference is that EBG relies upon an example (i.e., the solution of a
goal) to determine what is to be partially evaluated.

Prior approaches to EBG have, however, been limited in that only first-order constants
have been considered for generalization. But certain tasks, such as program develop-
ment and theorem proving, are inherently higher-order because they fundamentally rely
upon the manipulation of higher-order objects such as functions and predicates. To re-
alize explanation-based learning over such domains requires the extension to higher-order
EBG — explanation-based generalization in which the candidates for generalization include
higher-order objects.

λProlog extends the logic programming paradigm in several directions [27], one of which is
by including the simply-typed lambda calculus as a data type, thereby facilitating the ma-
nipulation of higher-order objects. Recent work has supported λProlog as a framework in
which to implement tools for such higher-order tasks as theorem proving and program devel-
opment [10, 13]. In Dietzen & Pfenning [4], we describe an implementation of higher-order
EBG within λProlog and illustrate its application to these domains. That implementation
consists of a generalizing meta-interpreter that produces explanation-based generalizations
of computations formulated in λtuProlog — λProlog augmented with the tu operator of
modal logic, which is essential to our realization of EBG in that it affords the programmer
with a means to guide or bias generalization.

This paper focuses on bridging the gap between explanation-based generalization and
explanation-based learning. In particular, we extend the λtuProlog language with the addi-
tional constructs rule and rule_ebg, which provide integrated support for producing and
assimilating generalizations. Addressing assimilation is problematic because
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• we must increase the functionality offered by previous EBG/logic programming ap-
proaches: By confining EBG and learning to the underlying architecture, these paradigms
are not ‘programmable’ — that is, the programmer has no means for manipulating
the results of generalization (see Section 5).

• we desire that our extensions admit a clean, declarative semantics not offered by
assert (see Section 4). These constructs should enforce that only conservative exten-
sions can be made to a logic program, that is, clauses which are added are guaranteed
to be consequences of the logic program. In practice, this is not restrictive, since in
many cases the pure logic program (which we extend by clauses for search control)
would be so non-deterministic as to be useless for search.

The resulting language should serve as an effective platform for developing higher-order ap-
plications relying upon EBL; of particular interest to the authors are program development
and theorem proving.

Acknowledgments. The existing and envisioned implementation depend upon eLP, the
implementation of λProlog developed by Conal Elliott and Frank Pfenning in the framework
of the Ergo project at Carnegie Mellon University [7]. We thank Masami Hagiya, Dale
Miller, Tom Mitchell, and William Scherlis for thoughtful discussions and comments. This
research was supported in part by the Office of Naval Research under contract N00014-
84-K-0415 and in part by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DOD), ARPA
Order No. 5404, monitored by the Office of Naval Research under the same contract.

2 Higher-order logic programming

A domain is higher-order if it contains higher-order values such as functions or predicates.
A language or application over such a domain is itself said to be higher-order. For example,
a higher-order programming language allows functions to be bound to variables, passed as
parameters, and returned from function calls. Similarly, a higher-order logic provides for
quantification over functions and predicates.

When higher-order values are expressed in first-order languages, reasoning and program-
ming with these ad hoc encodings is difficult: We often need ‘new variables’, need to check
conditions such as ‘where ... does not occur in ...’, or must implement substitution in a
way that ‘renames bound variables if necessary.’ We advocate, instead, higher-order rep-
resentation languages that provide for natural expression and manipulation of higher-order
objects. For example, the function f(x) = g(x, 2) might be represented as f = λx. g(x, 2) ,
or the quantified expression ∀x∃y. x<y as ∀ (λx. ∃ (λy. x<y)) . The use of the single
name-binding operator λ allows the following operations to be implemented once within
the representation language rather than within the rules of each of its clients [30, 15]:

• α-conversion — the renaming of bound variables (e.g., λx.x = λy.y)

• β-conversion — capture-avoiding substitution (e.g., (λx.λy.f x y) y = λy′.f y y′)

• η-conversion — a weak extensionality principle (e.g., λx.f x = f)
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Many other languages naturally involve name binding constructs, and are thus best rep-
resented in a higher-order language: logics (when viewed as an object language to be ma-
nipulated), programming languages, and natural language [30, 10, 13, 24, 23]. This same
lack of adequate representation also arises when one wants to reason ‘at the meta-level’
— that is, about control strategies for logic programming, theorem proving, or program
development. One would like facts (propositions) or properties (predicates) to be objects
themselves. Prolog and other first-order languages allow this to some extent, but in a way
that is only operationally, but not logically motivated. This complicates reasoning about
these concepts and in practice prohibits the application of methodologies such as EBG.

λProlog. Nadathur & Miller introduce λProlog, a logic programming language supporting
higher-order functions and predicates [27]. λProlog extends Prolog in several principle
directions: it provides λ-calculus terms as data structures, it is higher-order in its support
for binding variables to functions and predicates, and it extends Horn clauses with additional
logical connectives and explicit quantification (listed below). Although λProlog is a typed
language and supports modular programming, for simplicity we will omit type and module
declarations from our examples.

The first-order unification that underlies Prolog is insufficient for λProlog, which instead
relies upon higher-order unification — unification in which variables may be instantiated
with higher-order values. For example, F a and g a a may be unified by instantiating F
to λx.g x x, λx.g a x, λx.g x a, or λx.g a a. (Variables are distinguished by capitaliza-
tion unless they are explicitly abstracted with λ.) Since none of these alternatives is an
instance of another, this example illustrates higher-order unification’s nondeterministic na-
ture. Higher-order unification must enforce restrictions on free and bound variables: for
example, λx.g x A will not unify with λx.g x x, since A is not permitted to contain occur-
rences of x. λProlog utilizes Huet’s complete algorithm for higher-order unification [18]. Al-
though higher-order unification is only semi-decidable and can be highly non-deterministic,
Huet’s algorithm is effective in practice.

λtuProlog. The realization of EBG requires the heretofore unmotivated addition of tu to
λProlog. The tu (or L) operator is borrowed from modal logic — i.e., logics in which
propositions have multiple levels or modes of truth, such as ‘may be’ and ‘must be’ (see,
for example, Hughes & Cresswell [19]). Intuitively, tu precedes necessarily true sentences,
or equivalently, those true in all possible states or at all times. Non-prefixed sentences are
only contingently true, true in the current state, or at the current time.

Within λProlog tu is replaced with box, and we will speak of clauses and goals as being
boxed or unboxed. Our examples will only use box in the outermost context, but λtuProlog
supports tu’s at all levels. The syntax of λtuProlog is summarized by the following inductively
defined classes:
G ::= true | A | G1 , G2 | G1 ; G2 | D => G | pi X\ G | sigma X\ G | box G
D ::= true | A | D1 , D2 | G => D | pi X\ D | box D

where G is a goal, D is a program clause, A ranges over atoms (i.e., predicates with argu-
ments), and X ranges over variables. The connectives ‘,’, ‘;’ and ‘=>’ denote conjunction,
disjunction, and implication, respectively. ‘\’ binds the variable that immediately precedes
it, thus acting as infix λ-abstraction. The symbol pi stands for universal quantification:
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∀y . B is represented as pi Y\B, expressing that Y is bound in B. Similarly, sigma stands
for existential quantification. 1

Del Cerro takes another approach incorporating modal logic into the logic programming
framework [28, 29]. Del Cerro’s work is limited to first-order and considers classical modal
logic as opposed to our intuitionistic approach.

3 Explanation-based generalization

We illustrate higher-order explanation-based generalization with a symbolic integration
problem formulated in λtuProlog. First, EBG requires a set of rules, or a domain theory
such as the following for symbolic integration: the first rule treats exponentiation (missing
is the restriction that A 6= −1), the second extracts a constant factor, the third splits a sum,
and the final treats cosine.

intgr x\(expn x A) x\((expn x (A + 1)) div (A + 1))!!
intgr x\(A * (F x)) x\(A * (G x)) :- intgr F G!!
intgr x\((F x) + (G x)) x\((Fi x) + (Gi x)) :- intgr F Fi, intgr G Gi!!
intgr cos sin.

The predicate ‘intgr’ relates a function and its indefinite integral. A => B is a notational
variant of B :- A. The syntax D!! is our shorthand for box (pis X\ D), where (pis X\
represents the universal quantification of all free variables in D.2 That certain rules contain
box will be significant for EBG. Although λProlog implicitly universally quantifies the free
variables of a program clause, the !! syntax allows the pi’s to be nested within the box
operator. This distinction is not relevant to the current discussion, but is explained within
Dietzen & Pfenning [4].

The EBG algorithm is additionally provided with a goal or query, such as

intgr x\(3 * (expn x 2) + cos x) F.

EBG then requires a proof, or explanation, that solves the given query, which in this case
yields the solution

F = x\(3 * (expn x (2 + 1) div (2 + 1)) + sin x)

Within the logic programming paradigm, such a proof may be expressed as a trace of
λProlog search. A proof of the above query is illustrated in Figure 1. Goals of the proof are
underlined, while the program clause which reduces a particular goal appears underneath. In
the course of applying a clause, its variables may be unified , or instantiated, with constants
or variables of the goal. These associated unification constraints appear enclosed by ‘〈〉’.

1There are additional restrictions on λtuProlog not represented by these classes. For example, atoms
within goals and clauses may not have a flexible head — i.e., begin with a variable. λtuProlog additionally
disallows goals of the form box (D => G), box (sigma X G), and box (G1 ; G2). This is because it
is unclear how to give an operational definition to these constructs. (It is also unclear what additional
expressiveness would be provided.)

2‘!!’ has no relation to λProlog cut ‘!’.
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intgr x\((3 * (expn x 2)) + cos x) R

intgr x\((F x) + (G x)) x\((Fi x) + (Gi x))
:- intgr F Fi, intgr G Gi.

〈F = x\(3 * (expn x 2)), G = cos, R = x\((Fi x) + (Gi x))〉

intgr x\(3 * (expn x 2)) Fi intgr cos Gi

intgr x\(A * (H x)) x\(A * (Hi x)) :- intgr H Hi. intgr cos sin.

〈A = 3, H = x\(expn x 2), Fi = x\(A * (Hi x))〉 〈Gi = sin〉

intgr x\(expn x 2) Hi

intgr x\(expn x A1) x\((expn x (A1 + 1)) div (A1 + 1))

〈A1 = 2, Hi = x\((expn x (A1 + 1)) div (A1 + 1))〉

Figure 1: Higher-order proof.

EBG produces an encapsulation of proof strategy by generalizing this explanation. In
Figure 2 a generalized proof is constructed that corresponds to the specific one, except
that unboxed clauses are omitted. At the root of this proof is the initially uninstantiated,
generalized goal GG. Unsolved leaves of the generalized proof correspond to subgoals of the
original proof that were derived from unboxed rules. These leaves are accumulated in a
conjunction of conditions DD sufficient to establish the generalized query. In this case the
only such leaf is intgr G Gi. The result of EBG may then be expressed as DD => GG!!, or
in this case

intgr G Gi =>
intgr x\(A * expn x B + G x) x\(A * (expn x (B + 1) div (B + 1)) + Gi x)))!!

We will refer to this result as a derived rule, as an explanation-based generalization, or
simply a generalization. The above generalization is somewhat less than interesting, but
does serve to elucidate the EBG methodology; Sectprogram introduces a significantly more
complex example.

EBG distinguishes between boxed and unboxed clauses by including only the former in
the generalized proof. This corresponds to the modal logic distinction between necessary
and contingent truth in that boxed clauses are intended to represent knowledge which is
already general in that it is necessarily true, while unboxed clauses represent contingent or
particular knowledge. Unboxed clauses, as they are excluded from generalized proofs, can
safely be removed without invalidating the derived generalizations. Thus by selecting which
rules of the domain theory to precede with box, the programmer biases the generalization
algorithm. In particular, by not including a box within the cos integration rule, the result
is applicable to integrals with other functions in that position.

Donat & Wallen [6] also generalize over the integration example, but their representation
of integrals does not use functions in the same way, and some of the problems that arise
when trying to apply generalizations are avoided in our representation.
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GG

intgr x\((F x) + (G x)) x\((Fi x) + (Gi x))
:- intgr F Fi, intgr G Gi.

〈GG = intgr x\((F x) + (G x)) x\((Fi x) + (Gi x))〉

intgr F Fi intgr G Gi

intgr x\(A * (H x)) x\(A * (Hi x)) :- intgr H Hi.

〈F = x\(A * (H x)), Fi = x\(A * (Hi x))〉

intgr H Hi

intgr x\(expn x A1) x\((expn x (A1 + 1)) div (A1 + 1))

〈H = x\(expn x A1), Hi = x\((expn x (A1 + 1)) div (A1 + 1))〉

Figure 2: Higher-order generalized proof.

4 Extending Logic Programs Conservatively

In order to assimilate learned generalizations we need a language feature which allows us to
augment the program. Furthermore, we would like the new feature to have a simple declara-
tive reading, which should be able to give us guarantees such as “this additional assumption
already follows from the program.” On the other hand, it must truly be ‘programmable,’
since we do not believe that automatic assimilation of derived facts or generalization is
practical or desirable. In this section we briefly discuss the most relevant existing fea-
tures in logic programming languages and then present our own solution. This solution is
then extended in the next section in order to address the assimilation of explanation-based
generalizations.

assert is generally accepted as an important and necessary feature of logic programming
languages. The drawback of assert is that it has no easily accessible declarative meaning,
and work on the semantics of logic programs typically ignores features such as assert. It
has been argued in several places in the literature [22, 11, 1] that implication (with its
intuitionistic meaning) can be used in place of assert in many applications, and can also
be given a simple declarative semantics. The operational reading of embedded implication
is simple: when solving D => G as a goal, assume D while solving G. Thus, for example,
without any program, the top-level query ?- p 1 => p X. succeeds with the answer X = 1.

There are two subtle, but important, points of implication. First of all, the assumption is in
effect exactly while solving the conclusion of the implication and thus ?- (p 1 => p X), p Y.
will fail, though ?- ((p 1, p 2) => p X), X = 2. succeeds after some backtracking.
Secondly, implication is unlike assert in that it does not generalize over its free variables.
That is,
?- assert(p(X)), p(1), p(2). succeeds in Prolog, while ?- p X => (p 1, p 2). will
fail in λProlog.3

Thus we find that there are two aspects of assert which cannot be modeled by embedded
implication: persistence of the asserted clause, and implicit universal quantification over its

3As one can see, there is no X such that p X implies both p 1 and p 2.
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free variables.4 The rule constructs addresses the latter issue, while preserving a declarative
meaning. The former is partially addressed in the eLP implementation of λProlog by its
possibility of nested and user-callable top levels.

The basic insight behind our rule construct is that if we would like to control the search
by expanding the program and simultaneously give a guarantee that we not change the set
of consequences of the program, we should in fact perform some limited form of forward
reasoning. This “forward reasoning” takes the form of a resolution step which is under tight
control of the programmer, that is, the formulas which are resolved are arguments to rule.

For legal goals G1xs, G1t, and G2, a legal program clause Dxs and a sequence of variables
xs, the general form of rule is

rule G1t (pi xs \ (Dxs :- G1xs)) G2

with the important restriction that G1t is an instance of G1xs. The operational interpreta-
tion of such a goal is as follows:

1. Solve G1t. If it fails, backtrack. If it succeeds, assume we are left with an instance
G1tt.

2. Unify G1tt with G1xs. This instantiates Dxs to Dtt. This unification is guaranteed
to succeed since G1t is an instance of G1xs.

3. Solve (pi ys \ (Dtt :- C)) => G2, where C is the current set of constraints (ex-
pressed as a conjunction of equalities, projected as much as possible onto variables
free in Dtt) and ys is the set of free variables in C and Dtt which is not free in any
current assumption.

The proper declarative reading for rule G1t (pi xs \ (Dxs :- G1xs)) G2 is

G1t , ((pi xs \ (Dxs :- G1xs)) => G2)

The operational semantics ensures that rule ... as above will succeed only if its corre-
sponding declarative interpretation is (intuitionistically) true. This can be seen by consider-
ing what happens if solving G2 in the operational description above requires the assumption
(pi ys \ (Dtt :- C)) : we could have succeeded using the less restrictive declarative

assumption, leading to a subgoal which is an instance of G1tt and must thus be true (since
G1tt is true). This consideration also shows what is saved: instead of solving many instances
of the same general goal G1tt we solve it once.

Clearly, the declarative reading is in general not fully equivalent to the operational reading,
since uses of (pi xs \ (Dxs :- G1xs)) are restricted to instances of Dtt , but this ex-
actly what rule set out to achieve: we would like to make use of some selected consequences
of (pi xs \ (Dxs :- G1xs)) , which, by itself, is often too strong to be computationally
useful.

The addition of constraints to the assumed clause is necessary for the correctness of the
rule, as is the restriction on the variables which are quantified. A similar solution for
assert has been proposed for CLP(<) in [16]: constraints on variables which are about to
be (implicitly) quantified are added to the body of the clause before it is asserted.

4Conversely, assert and retract are insufficient to program implication.
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rule now allows us to write programs which could previously not be expressed in a simple
way in λProlog, such as a resolution theorem prover, or express them more efficiently, such
as type inference for ML. Moreover, the ideas behind rule carry over to the problem of
assimilating explanation-based generalizations, which is addressed in the next section.

As an application of rule, consider the example of programming ML-style type inference
(as considered by Hannan and Miller [12, 14]). First, we rephrase their clause for the let
construct, assuming we are inferring type of let x = M in N x which is represented as
let M x \ (N x)

typeof (let M x \ (N x)) B :-
pi x \ (typeof M A,

((pi A \ (typeof x A :- typeof M A)) => typeof (N x) B)).

This reads: the type of an occurrence of x in the body (N x) of a let can be A if we can
show that M can have type A. Because of the quantifier on A, different occurrences of x may
have different type. The first subgoal in the body checks that M indeed has at least some
type, which is necessary in case x does not occur in the body of the let.

The problem with this definition is that the type of M has to be recalculated every time
we encounter x in the body of the let. Hannan and Miller’s original definition has the
same problem. This can be avoided using the limited amount of forward reasoning we have
available through the rule construct.

typeof (let M N) B :-
rule (typeof M A)

(pi A \ (typeof x A :- typeof M A))
(typeof (N x) B).

This will assume (pi cs \ (typeof x GenA)) while inferring the type of the body (N
x), where GenA is the most general type of M and cs is the list of free variables in this
most general type which are not quantified somewhere on the outside of the current ex-
pression. In this example, we do not lose any solutions by using the rule construct since
ML has the principle type property, and thus all solutions to typeof M A are instances of
(pi cs \ (typeof M GenA)) .

5 Explanation-based learning

We have illustrated the process of deriving explanation-based generalizations of λtuProlog
computation, but have thus far ignored the means to initiate generalization and to assimilate
the results. Previous logic programming realizations of EBG support learning through the
underlying architecture, which produces and assimilates generalizations in the course of
solving each query (at least when learning is ‘switched on’) [20, 31, 17]. Except for the
fact that explanation-based generalizations are abstractions of λProlog computation, such
learning is analogous to performing a Prolog assert after every query. Consequently, under
such an approach it becomes necessary that assimilation be selective or involve the forgetting
of those derived rules only infrequently used. For a discussion of these issues see Prieditis
& Mostow [31], Minton [25], and Donat & Wallen [6].
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Confining generalization and assimilation to the underlying architecture is problematic in
that there should be (1) a means to disable generalization to avoid its additional cost,
and more importantly, (2) a means to manipulate the resulting generalization before as-
similation. We thus advocate an architecture in which generalization and assimilation are
language features rather than aspects of the underlying system inaccessible to programmer
control. This is in contrast with other approaches in which learning is largely confined to
the architecture (e.g., Soar [21]).

The assimilation of explanation-based generalizations is accomplished with an extension
of rule — rule_ebg, which behaves identically to rule, but uses the explanation-based
generalization. The form for rule_ebg is

rule_ebg G1t (box (pi xs \ (Dxs :- G1xs))) G2

with the same restriction that G1t is an instance of G1xs. The operational interpretation is
then

1. Solve G1t. If it fails, backtrack. If it succeeds, we are left with an explanation-based
generalization box (pi ys\ (DD => GG)).

2. Unify GG with G1xs. This instantiates Dxs to Dt. This unification is again guaranteed
to succeed.

3. Solve (box (pi zs \ (Dt :- C, DD))) => G2, where C is again the current set of
constraints and zs is the set of free variables in C, Dt, or DD, which is not free in any
current assumption.

While rule_ebg differs from rule in the obvious way, the same declarative reading is
applicable to both.

Returning to the integration example of Section 3, the following derives the associated
explanation-based generalization, and assume that result within a a recursive top-level
(thereby effectively globally assimilating the generalization):

?- rule_ebg (intgr x\(3 * (expn x 2) + cos x) F)
box (pi F\( pi G\ (intgr F G :- intgr F G)))
top.

It first solves the particular integration, yielding a generalization of the form DD => GG!!.
As in rule, GG is then unified with the right-hand side of intgr F G :- intgr F G, and
the left-hand side is incorporated in the resulting assumption, which in this case is the
original explanation-based generalization.

In order to illustrate rule_ebg’s ability to manipulate the generalization before assumption,
we present a more extensive example in the domain of program development. One paradigm
for formal program development is that of program transformation [2, 9]. Under such an
approach, an abstract specification of an algorithm is refined, or specialized, through a
sequence of formal elaboration steps, or transformations, into a program with acceptable
performance. The resulting sequence of transformations along with the initial specification
serve as a derivation, or justification, of the optimized program. That this process may
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be realized within a higher-order logic programming language is supported by Hannan &
Miller [13] and Pfenning & Elliott [30].

We now employ higher-order EBG to generalize over a simple transformational system
that induces tail recursion for a particular class of programs. This example is also treated
tentatively in Dietzen & Scherlis [5], among others. From a tail recursive version, an iterative
form could easily be derived. It is not our intention that the example be grasped in detail;
rather we present it for the interesting generalization that results.

We begin with a functional specification of the factorial program:

fix Fact\ (lam N\
(ife (equals N 0)

1
(times (appl Fact (minus N 1)) N)))

The above is λProlog abstract syntax for a simple functional language. lam and appl
represent explicit λ-abstraction and application, respectively; the incorporation of explicit
notation provides control over computation (β-reduction), rather than leaving it to λProlog.
fix is the fixpoint or recursion operator: it is evaluated by substituting fix’s body for each
occurrence of the bound identifier in that body.

The derivation proceeds by applying transformations, or rewrite rules, to this specification.
For example, the following rule replaces an occurrence of (G X) with (Op (G X) A), where
A is a right identity of Op (e.g., Op = plus and A = 0).

add_oper_rid1 Op C (C X\(G X)) (C X\(Op (G X) A)) :- right_identity Op A!!

The second argument C is a context that determines the particular subexpression to be
replaced. The third and forth arguments match the input and output object programs,
respectively.

The full derivation consists of a sequence of ten such transformation rules and the contexts
of their application. This constitutes a meta-program — a program to manipulate an object
program (e.g., factorial). Such a meta-program could be constructed interactively by al-
ternatively selecting rules and contexts: rules could be chosen from a menu, while contexts
would require a more elaborate mechanism, such as pointing with a mouse. (We hope to im-
plement such an interface to λtuProlog.) Although this is ideally how such a meta-program
would arise, ours was instead hand-coded. The result of applying the meta-program to Fact
is the tail recursive expression

appl (fix Fact1\ (lam M\ (lam N\
(ife (equals N 0)

M
(appl (appl Fact1 (times N M)) (minus N 1))))))

1

But more interesting is the generalization:
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derv Op
(fix F\ (lam Y\

(ife (H1 Y) A (Op (appl F (H2 Y)) (H3 Y)))))
(appl (fix F1\ (lam X\ (lam Y\

(ife (H1 Y) X (appl (appl F1 (Op X (H3 Y)) (H2 Y)))))))
B) :- right_identity Op B,

left_identity Op A,
associative Op!!

derv is the name of the meta-program. The second argument to derv is the initial specifi-
cation, while the third argument is the tail recursive output.

The generalization produced by our prototype is not as elegantly expressed: it consists
instead of a less instantiated instance of the above goal augmented by a series of constraints
(Section 4). We took the liberty of collapsing them into their ‘most obvious’ solution above
for presentation. In either form, however, the generalization may be applied to analogous
programs such as list reversal.

For this example, it is undesirable to assimilate a derv generalization. It is much more
likely that the programmer desires to construct a derived transformation encapsulating the
work done by the meta-program derv. This also may be accomplished through rule_ebg

?- Fin1 = fix Fact\ (lam N\
(ife (equals N 0) 1 (times (appl Fact (minus N 1)) N))),

rule_ebg (derv times Fin1 Fout1)
(box (pi C\ (pi Op\ (pi Fin\ (pi Fout\

(tail_rec_xfm C Op (C Fin) (C Fout) :- derv Op Fin Fout))))))
top.

The above solves derv, deriving the explanation-based generalization DD => GG!!. After
substituting logical variables for C, Op, and the universally quantified variables of the gen-
eralization, derv Op Fin Fout is unified with GG. This has the effect of restricting Fin and
Fout to the constraints described above, thereby insuring that each is a template of the
appropriate form. The result is then quantified over that subset of universal variables which
were not instantiated by the unification. The assumed clause is then of the form

tail_rec_xfm C Op
(C (fix F\ (lam Y\

(ife (H1 Y) A (Op (appl F (H2 Y)) (H3 Y))))))
(C (appl (fix F1\ (lam X\ (lam Y\

(ife (H1 Y) X (appl (appl F1 (Op X (H3 Y)) (H2 Y)))))))
B)) :- right_identity Op B,

left_identity Op A,
associative Op!!
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